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Under normal conditions, the developed density in a photographic emulsion depends on the 
incident light only through the product of the intensity and the duration of the exposure. This is 
called the Law of Reciprocity. However, under extreme conditions such a very low or high 
intensities, this law of reciprocity breaks down, with a resulting loss in efficiency of the photographic 
process. 
This paper presents a probabilistic model for reciprocity failure in photographic materials. The 
model is based on the Gurney-Mott hypothesis for the photographic process, and in addition to 
combining both low and high intensity reciprocity failure, allows for the formation of electron 
pools and recombination with holes. 
The analysis is similar to, but not derived from, the corresponding transient analysis for an 
enhanced M/G/l queueing system. 
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1. Introduction 
The photographic process, to be outlined below, is a rich source of problems for 
applied probabilists. For example, the distribution of silver halide (the sensitive 
material in the photographic process) grains in the photographic emulsion and the 
resulting resolution and graininess of the developed image can be described using 
two or three dimensional random fields, and the response of a single grain of silver 
halide to light can be modeled by a structure similar to a multiserver queueing 
system. These examples as well as others are reviewed in [5] which, although 
published in 1971, is still a useful survey of probabilistic methods in photographic 
science, and contains a valuable bibliography. In this article, it is an aspect- 
reciprocity failure-of the second of the above two examples which concerns us. 
In general, the response of a photographic emulsion to an exposure to light, as 
measured by the resulting developed photographic density 0, is a function D( t, A) 
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of the duration t of the exposure interval, and of the intensity A of the light incident 
on the emulsion (assuming A is constant during the exposure interval). Over a 
medium range of A, D behaves in practice as if it were a function of f and A only 
through their product E = At, called the exposure corresponding to intensity A and 
duration t. This is called the Law of Reciprocity, familiar through the rule: if the 
shutter speed of the camera is doubled, then the lens aperture must be increased 
by one stop in order to achieve the same photographic result. 
However, there are many important photographic situations, such as low intensity 
astronomical photography, or high intensity laser photography, where A is not in 
this medium range, and the law of reciprocity fails. In either case, a greater exposure 
E (i.e. a longer t) must be given to attain the same density than would be predicted 
from the law of reciprocity, implying that the photographic process is less efficient 
at extreme values of A than at intermediate values. The situation is displayed 
graphically by a reciprocity failure diagram, an example of which is shown in figure 
1 for a hypothetical emulsion. The reciprocity failure diagram is a family of isodense 
curves. Each isodense curve, such as the one for density D,, is a plot of log,, E 
versus log,, A, where E = At is the exposure required to achieve density D’ on the 
emulsion when the intensity is A. If the law of reciprocity held for all values of A, 
each isodense curve in figure 1 would be a horizontal straight line. As shown in the 
figure, though, what is typically observed is that the isodense curves have low 
intensity asymptotes of slope -1 (‘fractional’ slopes between 0 and -1 are also 
observed in practice), and high intensity asymptotes of slope 0, called bendouer, but 
still representing a failure of the law of reciprocity. A detailed description of observed 
reciprocity failure diagrams can be found in [7]. 
In order to construct a probabilistic model for reciprocity failure, the mechanics 
of the photographic process must be briefly reviewed. The important points of the 
standard theory, called the Gurney-Mott hypothesis, are as follows (a much more 
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Fig. 1. Reciprocity law failure curves. 
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detailed description is given in chapters 5 and 7 of [7], a less technical discussion 
in [6]): 
(a) A photographic emulsion consists of tiny crystals of silver halide, called 
grains, suspended in a gelatin medium. Distributed through each grain are mobile 
interstitial silver ions, freed from the lattice structure of the grain, and stationary 
traps, thought to be impurities or crystal dislocations (or both), having a positive 
electric charge. Deep traps have a larger charge than shallow traps. 
(b) When light strikes a silver halide grain, electron-hole pairs are created which 
are free to independently drift through the grain. Such electrons are called photoelec- 
trons. 
(c) A photoelectron may become caught in one of the traps, more likely a deep 
trap where it is held more tightly. A potential field is set up around the deep trap 
which repels other photoelectrons, but attracts interstitial silver ions. Such an ion 
in the vicinity of the trap will be attracted to the trap, and a silver atom will result 
at the trap. The time interval between the trapping of the photoelectron and the 
arrival of the interstitial silver ion is called the dead time rd. 
(d) This silver atom is, however, unstable and will decay after a time interval of 
length TV, called the decay time, into a silver ion and an electron. However, if before 
this silver atom can decay, it is joined by another silver atom formed in the same 
manner at the trap, a more stable two-atom silver speck results. 
(d) Successful repetition of the process in (c) and (d) above leads eventually to 
the formation of a stable silver speck. The aggegrate of all the stable silver specks 
in the grains forms the latent image. Only those grains which contain a stable silver 
speck will be reduced to pure silver during subsequent chemical development of 
the emulsion. 
It is believed that step (c) is a source of high intensity reciprocity failure, since 
during the dead time, those photoelectrons prevented from entering the trap can 
recombine with holes and are lost to the photographic process. Step (d) is thought 
to account for low intensity reciprocity failure, since at low intensities, it is unlikely 
that a second silver atom can be formed at the trap before the first decays. Based 
on these assumptions, the first author in [l] introduced a model combining both 
low and high intensity reciprocity failure at a single trap, and in [2] a more detailed 
model of high intensity failure which allowed for recombination with holes. 
Furthermore, while steps (c) and (d) contribute to reciprocity failure, they need not 
be the only factors. For example, whereas whole grains almost certainly function 
independently of one another during latent image formation, individual traps in 
a grain certainly do not, and the competitive action of deep traps in the same grain 
as a factor in high intensity reciprocity failure has recently been investigated in [3]. 
It is noteworthy, though, that this competitive action of several traps does not by 
itself induce reciprocity failure. For a simple analysis of the N-trap case when 7d = 0 
and TV = +a, assuming a two-atom stable speck and a Poisson stream of intensity 
A of incoming photoelectrons (and therefore independent Poisson streams of 
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intensity A/N to each trap) shows that 
D(t,A)=l-emA’ l+$ 1 I 
N 
depends on t and A only through E = At, so the law of reciprocity holds for all t 
and A. When 7d > 0, competition between traps affects the degree of reciprocity 
failure at high intensities, and in [3] it is shown that for each A there is an optimal 
value of N which minimizes reciprocity failure. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a generalized model for reciprocity failure 
at a single trap which includes both the above-mentioned models in [l] and [2]. 
More specifically, the model of this paper combines both high and low intensity 
reciprocity failure, yet is more realistic than the model in [l] in that as in [2], 
photoelectrons which arrive at the trap during a dead time are allowed to accumulate 
in the grain (probably at shallow traps), forming a pool of electrons available to 
the trap. The size of the electron pool fluctuates, increasing with new electron 
arrivals, and decreasing through electron recombination with holes and at the end 
of every dead time. 
In addition to dealing with a single deep trap, a further simplifying assumption 
we will make is that a two atom silver speck is stable. While the minimal size of a 
stable silver speck is not precisely known, under most conditions it is considered 
to be larger than two, and most likely four. Working with a minimal size of four, 
though, would severely complicate the analysis, and render the formulas of the 
following sections even more cumbersome than they already are. A complete model 
of the photographic grain would involve the model of this paper, but generalized 
to the case of an N-trap grain as in [3], with the inclusion of feedback of photoelec- 
trons to the pool from decayed silver atoms formed at the trap. However, such a 
general model does not seem technically feasible at this time. 
2. The model 
We consider a single deep trap in a silver halide grain. During the exposure of 
the emulsion to light, photoelectrons arrive at the trap according to a Poisson process 
of intensity A. In other words, the interarrival times X,, X,, X,, . . . are i.i.d. random 
variables, each having the exponential distribution function F(x) = 1 - edAx, x 2 0. 
Let i-jl, 72, 5-l.. . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables generically represented 
by TV, with common distribution function P(t), independent of the interarrival times, 
and representing dead times of successive photoelectrons which enter the deep trap. 
Photoelectrons which arrive at the deep trap during a dead time are allowed to 
accumulate in temporary shallow traps throughout the grain, forming what will be 
called for convenience the electron pool available to the deep trap. The size of the 
electron pool fluctuates during, and after, the exposure interval, increasing with the 
additions of arriving photoelectrons, decreasing when an electron in a shallow trap 
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recombines with a hole (and is therefore lost to the photographic process), or at 
the end of every dead time when a temporarily trapped electron in the pool enters 
the deep trap. Specifically, let W,(u) be the pool size (not including the electron in 
the deep trap) at time u 3 0 resulting from an exposure during the interval [0, t]. 
We assume that in the time interval between two successive admissions of photoelec- 
trons to the deep trap, W,(u) is a birth and death process with birth coefficients 
A,(u) = 1 A ifust, 0 ifu>t, nS0, u 20, 
and death coefficients pm n 2 1. However, it must be stressed that ‘deaths’ also occur 
when electrons in the pool are admitted to the deep trap. We shall assume that the 
paths of the process W,(u) are left continuous, and since the initial pool size W,(O) 
does not depend on t, we will denote W,(O) by W. 
Let r:, r& 5-i, . . . be i.i.d. random variables generically represented by TV, with 
common distribution function (left continuous version) Q(t) = P( 7. < t), indepen- 
dent of all other random variables defined above, and representing the decay times 
of successive silver atoms formed in the deep trap. To avoid the problem of ties, 
we shall adopt the convention that if a silver atom is formed in the trap simultaneously 
with the decay of an existing silver atom, then a two-atom silver molecule results 
(this convention can be ignored if either of 7d or 70 is a continuous random variable). 
Let 
N = min{ n 5 1: 7:+’ G 7:). 
N has a geometric distribution, and in the situation where the electron pool is large 
enough to supply a constant source of electrons to the deep trap, N is the number 
of electrons required to complete the formation of a silver molecule from a silver 
atom. Let 
x= I X, if W=O, 0 if W>l 
be the arrival time of the first photoelectron to the deep trap. 
In the derivation which follows, we wish to consider two sets of initial conditions- 
the first set (an artifice useful in the derivation) in which at time u = 0 a silver atom 
has just been formed in the deep trap, and the other (the realistic set) in which the 
trap initially is empty. These two sets can be combined into one by assuming the 
following conditions prevail at time u = 0: 
(i) there are W photoelectrons in the pool; 
(ii) there are no free photoelectrons in the deep trap; 
(iii) there is one silver atom in the deep trap whose remaining time until decay 
will be denoted by ~4. 
Case $ = 70 (in distribution) corresponds to the first set of initial conditions men- 
tioned above, while $ = 0 corresponds to the second. 
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Let Tti be a random variable representing the minimum exposure duration required 
to form a developable silver speck (i.e. a two-atom silver molecule) at the deep trap. 
Of particular interest are the special cases T, and To which are the minimum 
exposures required to form a developable silver speck when initially the trap contains, 
respectively, one silver atom which has just been formed, and no silver atom. 
The event { Tti s t} can be partitioned into subevents as follows: 
(a) {T,,st,X+~:s I/J}. Here, the ‘next’ silver atom is formed (at time X + r:) 
before the initial one decays. On this event, Tti = X as. 
(b) {T,~~,X+~~>~,X+~~>~}={X~~,X+T:>~,X+~:~~, W,(X+&+ 
. . . + s-y) 3 1). Here, the next silver atom is formed after the initial one decays, and 
after the end of the exposure interval [0, t]. The remaining electrons required to 
form a silver molecule must come from the pool. Thus, in order that Te s t, the 
pool size W,(X + 7: +. . . + T,“) at time X + 71 t. . . + TY (the time at which, assum- 
ing a constant supply of electrons from the pool, the last electron required to form 
a silver molecule enters the trap) must be at least one. 
Let 
Hf(t)=P{XGt,X+T:SrC,I W=j} 
+P{Xst<X+&X+T~>+, w,(x+T;+...+T:)a11 W=j} (2.1) 
be the conditonal probability that either of the above two events in (a) or (b) occurs, 
given an initial pool size of j. 
(c) {T,~t,~<X+T~~t}=~~~O{TJ,~t,cl,<X+T~4t,W,(X+Tfi)=k}.He~e, 
the next silver atom is formed after the initial one decays, but before the end of the 
exposure interval. The process starts afresh at this time X + T:, with W= 
w,(X+T;)= w x+l:(X+ 7:) electrons in the pool and a silver atom in the trap 
with remaining decay time T,!,. 
For the kth event appearing on the right hand side of (c), we therefore have 
P{T,St,$<x++St, W,(X+T:)=kIW=j} 
5 
L 
= P{T,StIX+T;>$,X+T.:= u, W,(x+~:)=k, W=j}dK$(u) 
0 
f 
= 
I 
P{T,;s t--u1 W= k}dK&), 
0 
where 
KS(t)= P{+!J<X+TLS t, Wx+,;(X+~fl)=kl W=j}, j, ka0. (2.2) 
Combining (a), (b) and (c), we have 
P{T,< tI W=j}=Hf(t)+P{T,s t, (cr<X+Tfis tI W=j} 
P{T,st-ul W=k}dK$(u). (2.3) 
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Now let 
D,(t)=P{T,stl W=j}, M,(t)=P{T,stl W=j} 
for j 2 0, t 3 0. Then putting + = 0 and then I+!J = r0 in (2.3) gives 
Theorem 2.1 
Ll,(t)=HY(t)+ f 
5 
I 
Mk(t-u)dK$(u), j20, t30, (2.4) 
k=O 0 
where 
M,(t) = HP(t)+ f 
i 
f 
Mk(t-U)dK;[(u), j>O, tso. (2.5) 
k=O o 
Realistic initial conditions for the problem of this paper are W = 0 and $ = 0. 
Our interest will therefore lie in Do(t), which will be interpreted as the normalized 
photographic density resulting from an exposure of duration t and intensity A, given 
that at the beginning of the exposure interval [0, t], both pool and trap are empty 
of photoelectrons and/or silver atoms. 
Solution of equations (2.4) and (2.5) 
In general, let Q(s) = Jy ems’ d V( t) denote the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of V(t). 
Then, taking Laplace-Stieltjes transforms on both sides of (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain 
c;(s)= k;(s)+ ; &(S)&(S), 
(2.6) 
k=O 
co ,. A 
M,(s) = l+(s)+ c K?(S)Mk(S), 
Ik 
k=O 
(2.7) 
for j 3 0 and t 2 0. If we write 
Ib( s) = 
i”(s) = (kj”,( s))$,, k’(s) = (I;;);&,, 
then (2.6) and (2.7) become, respectively, 
fi(s)=fi0(s)+9(s)ti(s), 
A Ar M(s) = H 
* 
“(S)+z?qS)M(S). 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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Theorem 2.2. (I - f7n(s))-’ exists and 
6(s)=Ij0(s)+P(s)(l-~‘qs))-‘ljT+) 
for all s > 0 (I is the identity matrix). 
(2.10) 
Proof. Given a square matrix A = (ajk), define llAl[ = sup, 1, Jajkl. Let ,yB denote the 
indicator function of a set B. Since 
R;!(s) = ~(e-"'X+'~'x~w,+,~cx+,~,=k.x+,~,~~~I W=j), (2.11) 
then 
f R$(s) = E(e~P(X+r~)x~X+7:,.i,)I W=j). 
k=O 
= E(e- 
1 
sw,+Tgx{ 
X,+7;~TOJ ifj =O, 
E(e-S'Lxt+.TOJ ifjs 1. 
(2.12) 
But E(eeS(XI+‘~)x~X,+ :,T,l) s E(e-‘XI) < 1 for all s > 0, and if E(ePS7~x1+T,1) were 
1 for some s > 0, we would have P( r> = 0) = 1 and P( 70 < 0) = 1, contradicting the 
fact that P(rO*O)= 1. 
Hence /k”o(s)ll < 1 f or all s > 0, implying that (I - h(s))-’ exists for all s > 0. 
Equation (2.9) can now be solved to give 
A A7 M(s) = (Z-K o(s))-‘EiTO(s). 
This together with (2.8) gives (2.10). 
Computational aspects 
Let s&(u), u 30, j, k>O be the transition function of a homogeneous birth and 
death process with birth parameters A,, = A, n 3 0 and death parameters pu,, n 3 1; 
and let Qj,k( u) denote the transition function of a homogeneous pure death process 
with death parameters j.~,,, n 2 1. It will be helpful to define the additional notation 
P_,,k(u) = P,,k(~) and QPik(u) = QO,L(U) for kz 0. Finally, let a matrix with com- 
ponents Aj,k be denoted by A. 
Proposition 2.3. Dejine 
Aj.k(t,u)=P(W,(u+~2d+=~.+TdN)=kI~~=u, W=j), uzt, j,k>O 
(where unit deletions from the pool are understood to occur at times 0 (if j3 l), 
24 (=5-L), u+r~,...,u+~~+...+r~). Then 
A( t, u) = 
0 (the zero matrix) if c = 0, 
cB(t, u)(l-S)_’ ifc>O 
(2.13) 
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where 
I 
00 
c = P(Td G To) = 1 -Q(u) Wu), 
0 
sj,k = I m Q(U)Qj-I,k(U) dP(u), 0 
for j, k 2 0. S is a substochastic matrix with row sums equal to 1 - c and S,,, = S,,k for 
all k>O; S,,=O if lsj<korj=O and k22. 
Proof. For u 2 t, define .Z,= ( W, l), 2, = ( W,(u), l), and 
(where xe denotes the indicator function of a set B). It is easily shown that {Z,, n 3 0} 
is a Markov chain with state space {(k, I): k 2 0, I = 0, 1). In fact N is the first exit 
time of this chain from the set {(k, 1): k 2 0) and is almost surely finite if c > 0. The 
transition probabilities of interest to us are 
P(Z, = (k, l)IZo= (.A 1)) = Bj.k(t, u), 
P(Z,+, = (~,~)IZ,=(~,~))=P(W,(~~+‘)=~,T~~’>T~~IW=~)=SJ~, 
n> 1. 
We have 
Aj,Jt,u)= ; l’(W,(u+~2,+-. -+Ty)=k,N=n1Ti=u, W=j) 
n=l 
= P( W,(u) = k, T2,<7;1T;=U, w=j) 
cc 
+ c P(w,(U+T;+-.+T;)=k,T;>T;,...,T; 
II=2 
> T;-‘, T;+’ <T;lT;=U, w=j) 
=C Bj,k(t, U)+ f f a*. f P(Z”)=(k, l),Z,_, 
n=2 i,=O in_,=0 
=(iapl,l) ,..., Z,=(i,,1)1Tj!=u, W=j) 
I 
= C Bj,k( t, U) + f (B( t, U)S”-‘)j,k 
1 n=2 I 
and so A( t, u) = cB( t, u)Czzo S”. S is substochastic with row sums equal to 1 -c, 
so if c> 0, then (1-S))’ exists and equals Cz=o S”. Equation (2.13) then follows. 
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The following formulas for K$( t) and Hf( t) may easily be derived from equations 
(2.2) and (2.1) respectively. 
[ 
I 
I 
P($ < ~)4-l,k(~) Wu) ifja 1, 
K%(t)= ” (2.14) 
I 
II 
I 11 
fY4 < u + ~)po,,(u) Wu) Wu) ifj = 0; 
0 0 
I 
I 
l- P(,c,< u) dP(u)- 
0 I 
00 
P(,C,< u)A,,(t, u) dP(u) ifjz 1, 
I 
, 
H;(t)= < F(t)- 
II 
,_U 
P(+<u+u)dP(u)dF(v) 
0 0 
f co 
_ 
\ li 
P($<u+u)A,,(t-v,u)dP(u)dF(v) ifj=O. 
0 ,-ti 
(2.15) 
If the electron pool is to have finite storage capacity C, the above formulas remain 
in effect provided one takes 
A, = 
{ 
A ifOsn<C, 
0 ifnZC 
and p, = 0 for n > C. The matrices B( t, u) and S now become (C + 1)-dimensional, 
as are P(u) = (Q(U)) and Q(u) = (Qj,k(U)). 
If the pool is of finite storage capacity C, and C is very small, the calculations 
in (2.13)-(2.15) are tedious but straightforward. The real bottleneck in calculating 
D(t) (even in the case C = 1) occurs in inverting the Laplace-Stieltjes transform 
on the left-hand side of (2.10), as is so often the case. 
3. Asymptotic slopes of the isodense curves 
Given the practical difficulties indicated above in computing D(t), we turn now 
to investigating the general asymptotic behaviour of the isodense curves resulting 
from the model of the previous section. The asymptotic slopes of isodense curves 
for real emulsions are of fundamental importance to photographic scientists. 
If in D( 1, A) = Do(t) (from equation (2.10)), t is replaced by E/A, then D(E/A, A) 
gives the density resulting from an exposure E of intensity A. Given a number p 
with O< p < 1, the relation p = D(E/A, A) defines implicitly a function E(A) of A, 
for 0 < A < +a. The plot of log,, E(A) against log,, A then gives what is called the 
isodense curve corresponding to the density p. A reciprocity failure diagram is a 
family of isodense curves for selected values of p between 0 and 1. 
The asymptotic slopes as A + 0 and A + +cc of the isodense curves are of prime 
importance in photographic science. This asymptotic behaviour (on the log-log 
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plot) is equivalent to the existence of positive limits of the form 
(3.1) 
(where T = 0 or +a), since if (3.1) holds, then taking logarithms on both sides gives 
limA+r (logroE(4(A))=O, where +(A)=alogrO A+log,,,x is the equation of 
the asymptote, a straight line on the reciprocity diagram. 
Since we do not have the explicit form of E(A) available, our method of identifying 
and showing the existence of limits of the form (3.1) depends on the following 
lemma, whose proof may be found in [3]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let a and p be numbers with 0 < p < 1. Suppose there exists a continuous, 
one-to-one function Z(t), t > 0 such that Z(O+) < p < Z(+CO), and such that 
or, what 
lim D(t/A’-“, A)=Z(t), t>O, 
A-T 
is equivalent, by the continuity theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes transforms, 
h$(sA’“,A)=~(s), s>O, 
(where Z(s) is the Laplace-Stieltjes transform of Z( t)). Then the limit in (3.1) exists 
and is determined from the relation p = Z(x). 
High intensity asymptotes 
Lemma 3.2. Let Pj,k( u), j, k, u 2 0, be the transition function of a homogeneous birth 
and death process with birth parameters A,, = A, n 2 0 and death parameters p,,, n 2 1. 
Then 
yk’e-‘/(k-j)! tfy>O, k>j*O, 
0 ifyzO,Osk<j. 
=o ifu>o, yzo. 
Proof. The statement in 2. is quite obviously true, so we restrict attention to the 
statement in 1. For fixed A > 0,j 2 0, &(u) is the unique solution of the Kolmogorov 
forward equations (where c,-,(u) = 0) 
P:,k(U)=-(h+CLk)P~,k(U)+hpj,k-1(U)+lIk+lJj,k+l(U), k>O. 
Direct integration (using an integrating factor), followed by a change of variable 
in the resulting integral, leads to (+ is the Kronecker delta) 
4.k ; 0 = Sjk e-(l+(w,/A))Y + e-(l+(rr,/w(YF4pj k_l w ’ 0 A dw 
+ ~-~l+~rrk’A~~~Y~w~(~k+,/~)~,k+~ ; dw. 
0 
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Taking limits, and using the fact that 
J 
Y 
lim 
h-++a? 0 
e-(l+(ELk’A))(y~w)(CL~+~/A)~,~+, 
0 
f dw = 0, 
we have 
(3.2) 
provided the limit in the integral on the right hand side exists. A simple induction 
on k in (3.2) now establishes the existence and identity of the limits 
lim ,+-.+a e,kb/A), k>O. 
Lemma 3.3. Assume P(0) = P( TV = 0) = 0. Then 
1. 
j+l 
lim D(t/A, A) = Z,( t)(z)e-’ f -P( w,(ri+. .” . *i-T,N)>ll W=j), 
h ++cc j=#J(J+l)! 
(3.3) 
Cd4 
2. lim D(t,A)=&(t) = l-P(&)& M/h{&+** +,N-f)=O( W=+co) 
h-ton 
(3.4) 
where W,(u), u z- 0 is a pure death process with death parameters pn, n > 1 and unit 
deletions at times T:, T:, . . . , 7:. 
proof. From equation (2.3), with $ = 0 and j = 0, we have 
D(t,A)=H~(t)+P(T,~t,X,+T~~ffw=O) 
=P(X,Gt<X,+& w,(x,+7jt+...$.TdN)~lIw=O) 
+P(T*Gt,X,+Tj!~tI W=O). (3.5) 
1. Since 
T,,sf,X,+~h~f *P(O)=0 asA + +co, 
we see from (3.5) that 
;& D(tlA, A) 
T;+i, wt,h_-u(7;+- . .+ry)zll W=O A eVAUdu 
I 
=e -’ lim 
J ( 
P T:>f, wy,h(T~+’ ’ -+~:)31( W=O eydy 
A+-!-m * 
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after making a change of variable y = t - Au in the integral. Since P(0) = 0, we have, 
continuing, 
lim D( t/A, A) = e-’ lim 
*++* *:+,I:I:~~~(l-Au(X,u))e’dP(u)dg 
=e-‘I,:ey~~m~~~~(I-A.,(p,~))d,(,)d, (3.6) 
where A&. , *) is defined in (2.13). By virtue of equation (2.13) and lemma 3.2, we 
see that 
where 
In more graphic notation, we see that 
where We(u), u 20 is as stated and W = W,(O) has a Poisson distribution with 
mean y. (3.3) follows after an integration and conditioning on W. 
2. We begin by specifying exactly what is meant by the conditional probability 
appearing on the right-hand side of (3.4). Let U,, U,, . . . be the sojourn times in 
states 1,2,... respectively of the pure death portion of the process W,(u) following 
the termination of the exposure interval. U,, U,, . . . are independent exponential 
random variables with means p;r, PU;‘, . . . respectively. Define 
P ifial, 
Qm,i(U) = 
( 
r-ijt, ursu<; u, 
> 
r=’ P(f, urcu) 
(3.7) 
if i = 0, 
c@ 
A,,o(u)=c c Qao,k(U)(I-s),$ ifu*O (3.8) 
k=O 
with c, S defined as in Proposition 2.3. Then P( T:> t, Wo( T: +. . * + TIN - t) = 0 1 W = 
+a) is intended as an abbreviated but suggestive notation for jy A,,,(u - t) dP(u). 
We now turn to the proof of (3.4). For 0 =G k < m, consider the inequality 
P( wf-(y/A) (u)ekj W=O) 
= P( w-(y/h) (t-(ylh))<ml W=O)P(K(,,Ju) 
6 kl W-~,~h~(f-(~/A))~m, W=O) 
+P( w,-,,,,,(t-(~lA))~ 4 W=OP(W-c,,,,(u) 
Sk1 K-,,,,,(t-(y/A))~m, W=O) 
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~P(~-_(y,h)(l-(YIA))<ml W=O)+P u ,su-t+(y/A) . 
> 
Letting A + CO and then m + 00 gives (via Lemma 3.2, part 2.) 
lim sup P( Wrp(ylhj (u)Sk(W=O)SP ij lJ,su-t . 
h-cc 
( r=k+l ) 
Alternatively, consider the inequality 
P( wt-(y,*) (u)< kl W=O) 
= f P(W,_,,,,,(t-(y/A))=j, i U,su-t+(y/A)(W=O) 
j=O r=k+l 
a f P(W,_,,,,,(t-(y/A))=j, f U,su-t+(ylA)lW=O 
j=O r=k+l 
an empty sum being regarded as zero. Letting A + CO gives 
lim inf P( WI_-(ylhj (u)<kIW=O)zP f lJ,su-t . 
h+cc r=k+l > 
Hence 
lim P(W,_,,,,,(u)=skl W=O)=P U,cu-t , 
h-m > 
and in the notation of Proposition 2.3, we deduce that lim,,, &,k( t - (y/A), u) = 
Qoo,k( u - t) for all k 3 0, and therefore that lim,,, A,,,,J t - (y/A), u) = A,,,(u - t). 
From (2.15) it is easily checked that 
OD 
!iJJ HZ(t) = P( 7d > t) - 
I I 
oc, 
ep’ 
0 I 
&A,,&-(y/A), u) dP(u) dy 
I 
00 
= P(Td > t) - &,o(u - t) dP(u) 
f 
and so, from (3.5) we have 
‘x 
lim D(t,A)=!i~H~(1)+P(~~ct)=l- 
*+m I 
&,,(u - t) dP(u) (3.9) 
I 
which is (3.4). Note that (3.9) (together with (3.7) and (3.8)) provides a computational 
formula for Z,(t). 
Now define 
po = P( W,( 7; +. . .+7,N)z1[ W=+co)=l- 
I 
cc 
&,0(u) dP(u). (3.10) 
0 
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It can be shown that the functions Z,(t) and Z*(f) defined in (3.3) and (3.4) are 
each continuous, strictly increasing functions of t for t > 0, with 
‘,‘F Z,(f) = 0, ;iz Z,(t) = po, l$ Z,(t) = po, pir Z,(C) = 1 
provided P(0) = 0 and c > 0. By Lemma 3.1 we have 
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that P(0) = 0 and c > 0. Let a number p be given with 0 < p < 1, 
let E(A) denote the isodense curve with index p, and let p,, be given by (3.10). Then 
1. if p < po, x = lim E(h) exists and satisJiesZ,(x) = p. 
.k+‘x 
2. if p>pO,x= lim - E(A) exisfs and satisjies Z 
A 
2 (x) = p. 
A-+rn 
It follows that the density p. is a threshold density, in the sense that 
(i) if p < p,,, then the isodense curve with index p on the reciprocity failure 
diagram exhibits what is called ‘bendover’, meaning a high intensity asymptotic 
slope of zero. The limiting exposure level x can be calculated from the relation 
Z,(x) = p. Since bendover is a desirable characteristic of photographic emulsions 
meant for high intensity applications, the threshold density p,, and limiting exposure 
x are important quantities in the design of such an emulsion. 
(ii) if p > PO, then the isodense curve has a high intensity straight line asymptote 
which has slope +l and horizontal axis intercept of -log,,, x, where x satisfies 
Z*(x) = PO. 
Note that if Cr=“=, /I;’ = +CO, then a well-known property of infinite sums of 
independent exponential random variables implies that p. = 1, while if CF=“=, pcL,l< 
+a, we will have po< 1. This same property was implicitly used in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3 part 2., where it implies that either a pure death process with initial size 
+a~ decreases to a finite level almost surely during an interval of length &, or it 
never does, again with probability one. 
If the pool is of finite storage size C, the results of Theorem 3.4 remain valid, 
although the functions Z,(t) and Z,(t) change in an obvious manner: the right-hand 
side of (3.3) must be recalculated assuming W = W,(O) has distribution P( W =j) = 
y’ e-‘/j! if Osj < C, P( W = C) = 1 -I,$’ P( W =j); and for Z2(t), the condition 
W = +CO in (3.4) must be replaced by W = C. 
Several concrete examples involving different choices of the death parameters p,,, 
n 2 1, are given in [2] (for the case 7. = +co). In each example, p. is calculated and 
in one example, the density D(t) is calculated and used to graph a reciprocity 
diagram illustrating the threshold effect. 
Low intensity asymptotes 
Lemma 3.5. lim,,o D( t/h’) = lim,,, M,( t/A’) for all t 2 0 (the existence of the limit 
on the right-hand side will be shown below after Lemma 3.6). 
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Proof. Since AX, is exponential with mean 1, 
Hi(f/A2) s P(X, + T: > t/A’) 
=P(AX,+AT:>~/A)+O ash+0 fort>O. 
Since Hi(O) = 0, then lim,,, Hi( t/A2) = 0 for t 2 0. Also, 
f I”*’ 
M,((t/A2) - u) dKO,,(u) 
k=l 0 
d f K;k(t/A’)sP(W x,+.:(X+dd~1l W=O) 
k=l 
=P(W,;(7:)>11 W=O)+OasA+O. 
It follows from (2.4) that lim,,O D(t/A’) = lim,,O V(t/A*), where V(f) = 
~:,M,(t-u)dK&(u). But 
K:,(tlA2) = P(W,,+,&(X,+ 7:) =O, 
AX, + A,? ,stlAIW=O)+ 1 
1 
0 if t=O, 
ift>O as A + 0, 
3 
so that lim,,, Z?&(sA2) = 1, and 
1;,~Ij(sA2)=l;l~n-i,(sA2)l;~~~o(sA2)=~~~”(sA2). 
The result follows from the continuity theorem for Laplace-Stieltjes transforms. 
Define 
5 
35 
I 
a 
5 = E((70- 7d)x{7,Gr”)) = P(~~af+~~)df= P(T,,~ t)P(t) dt 
0 0 
and 
77= ‘=_e-@Iu 
1 
E(r‘i) ifp,=O, 
i 
pdP(u) ifp,>O. 
0 PL 
Then (i) 5 = 0 iff TUG TV a.s., (ii) c<m iff E(T,)<w, and (iii) 77s E(T~). 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose there exists an r > 0 such that E(e”d) < +m. Then 
1. 
lim fij,‘o(sA ‘) 
A 
= J+, 
A-O 
l$ f%j;o(sA2) = c forj3 1. 
; kzk(sA2) 
2. (a) lim k=2 A 
A-O 
=O, I;l; kE, &sA2)=0, 
+ 
(b) lim 
@(sA2) 
A+0 A 
= 77, l+;;(sA2)=1-c, 
(c) lim 
1 - k;;(sA’) 
=s+l+T. 
A-0 A 
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Proof. First notice that by comparison with a Poisson process, 
k=2 ~ 1 -e-“” -Au e-“” 
+O as A + 0. 
A A 
Integration of the forward equation for P,,(u), as in Lemma 3.2, leads to 
But PoO( u) + 1 and, by (3.1 l), Po2( u)/A + 0 as A -+ 0. Hence we surmise that 
lim 1 -Pm(u) = lim POl(U) u if CL, = 0, -= 
A+0 h A+0 A 1 (l-e-p~")/pl ifp,>O. 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
2(a). From (2.11), we have 
f &$(sA2) 
k=2 
J 
m : POk(U) 
k=2 
= dP(u)+O 
0 A 
as A-+0, by (3.11). 
2(b). From (2.11), (3.12), and the definition of 7, 
lim k;(sA2) 
A+0 =I;lmu~E(X~w,,,,Lx,+~~)=~~l W=O) A - 
- dP( u) = r], 
where we used the bounded convergence theorem and the assumption E( TV) < +a. 
2(c). Let g(t) = ji A e -*(‘-“) dP( u) denote the density of G(t) = P(XI + 7d s t), 
t > 0. Then g( t)/A increases to P(t) as A decreases to 0. By (2.12), we have 
l- f IQ@) 
lim 
k=O =liml-‘,“e~ s*2UP( 7. < u) dG( u) 
A+0 A A+0 A 
=liml-&A2)+lim m 
J 
g(u) 
e 
A+0 A A-o 0 
-sA*UP(~os u)hdu 
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Then 
lim 1 - &&A2) = lim 
A+0 A A+0 A h-0 A 
f kz(sA*) 
+ lim k=2 
h-0 A 
=s+g+T& 
The remaining parts of the lemma are proved similarly (the full moment assumption 
on rd is required for the proof of the first limit in 1.). 
Now consider the equations 
&~J(sA~)/A 
M”(sA2)= (I - kz(sh2)),h 
+M,(sA*)kz(sA*)/A 
(I - kG(sh*))/h 
-f ifk(sh2)k~(Sh2)/A 
+ ki2(L - ~;u,(~A*))/A 
(3.13) 
and 
which follow from (2.7). Letting A +O in these equations, and using the fact that 
CT=‘=, $Zk(~A2)~~~(~A2)~~~_,, I?J;(sA*) and the results of Lemma 3.6, we obtain 
$y tio(sA2) = 
5 + q lirn,,, kr(sA*) 
s+5+77 s+5+7j ’ 
l;n$,(sA2)=c+(1-c)~~ICj,(sA2) 
+ 
Solving, we find 
From Lemmas (3.5) and (3.1), we have 
Theorem 3.7. Assume E( T,,) < +a, P( TV < TV) > 0, and E(erTd) < +a for some r > 0. 
Then 
& D( t/A’, A) = 1 -e-(St-rlc)r, t > 0. 
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As a result, if 0 < p < 1 and E(A) is the isodense curve with index p, then 
1 1 
vyAE(A) =- - 
+ ~+T/,logel-p~ 
The low intensity asymptotes of the isodense curves are therefore straight lines with 
slope -1 and horizontal axis intercept 
1 
hhl- 
1 
5+17c 
log, - 
l-p’ 
The model of this paper is capable of yielding low intensity asymptotes with 
‘fractional’ slopes between 0 and 1 as well. For this, we drop the assumption that 
E ( T,J < +CO, and in particular assume that P( r0 2 u) - un (i.e. P( 70 3 u)/ u’ -+ 1 as 
u + +a~) for some a with -1~ a < 0. We have the following version of Lemmas 3.5 
and 3.6. 
Lemma 3.8. Let a be a number with -1 < a < 0. Then 
1. lim,,O D( t/A’-“) = lim h+O M,,( t/h lea) for all t 2 0 (the existence of the limit 
on the right-hand side will be shown following the proof of this lemma). 
2. (a) Suppose E(T~) <+a~. Then 
; R~(sP”) 
lim k=2 
lim zz(sA 1-a) 
0. 
h-0 
A-" = 0, 
*+0 
Ap" = 
(b) Suppose E(erTd) < +co for some r > 0, and P(T~ 3 u) - u= as u + +oo. Then 
lim 1 - &$sA’-~) lim @(,A 1-a) 
h-0 A-” 
=s+T(l+a), 
h-r0 A_” 
=r(l+a). 
Proof. The proof of 1. is exactly the same as that of Lemma 3.5. The proof of 2(a) 
follows from the observations 
dP(u), 
I?;o,(sA’-“) 
A_” 
<A’+” 
and the facts (shown in the proof of Lemma 3.6) that the integrals on the right-hand 
side tend to 0 and 77 respectively as A + 0. 
For the proof of 2(b), we require the following result: if f(u) - Us as u + +co, 
and if P(s) = jr e-‘“f (u) du, then (by a Tauberian theorem) p(s) - r( 1 + a)/~(‘+~‘) 
as s+O, and so 
A l+afi(sA1-a+A) = * 
l+ar(l+~) F(sA~-"+A)(sA~~"+A)'+" 
(sh 1--a + A).l++” ’ r(l+a) 
+T(l+a) 
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as A -+O. This result is applied as follows: as in the proof of 2(c) of Lemma 3.6, 
and, using the results of part 2(a) of this lemma, 
lim 1- zQ(sh’-“) 
h-0 A-” 
provided we show that lim,,O jy eCrA’~“UP( ~~2 u)(g(u)/A-‘) du = r(l+ a) for each 
s 2 0. To do this, we write 
I 
m 
g(u) 
= A 1CO 
I 
e--(sh’~uth)uP( 7,, 2 u)P( u) du 
0 
m 
+A’+” 
I 
e-W”+A)up(rO> u) 
{I 
U (e*” - 1) dP( v) 
I 
du. 
0 0 
If we write f,(u) = P(T,,~ u)P(u), then the first term on the right-hand side can be 
written in the notation of the Tauberian remark above as A’ia~,(sA1~a + A), which 
tends to T(l+a) as A+O. Ifwe writef*(u)=P(r 0~ u), the second integral is less 
than A’t”fiZ(sA’-u+A) Jy (e*’ - 1) dP(v), of which the first term in the product 
tends to r( 1 + a), and the integral to zero. 
In particular, we have lim,,, 5: P( T 0a u)g(u)/A-” du = r(l +a), from which 
the proof of the second limit result in 2(b) follows. 
Now if the results of Lemma 3.8 are applied to (3.13) (but with sA2 replaced by 
SA ‘Pa and A replaced by A-” in that equation), we find that 
Fy M,,(sA’~“) = 
T(l-ta) 
* s+r(l+a)’ sSo7 
and 
I;‘_muD(t/A’-“)=l-e-““I+“‘, t~0. 
From Lemma 3.1, we have 
Theorem 3.9. Let a be a number with -1~ a < 0. Suppose that P( TV> u) - ua as 
U++CO, and that there exists a number r>Ofor which E(er’d)<+co. If,??(A) is an 
isodense curve of index p with 0 < p < 1, then 
l;‘; A-QE(A) = ’ 
1 
r(l+ a) 
log.% - + l-p’ 
The low intensity asymptotes of the isodense curves are therefore straight lines with 
slope a and horizontal axis intercept 
log,0 
1 1 
T(l+a) 
1% - 
l-p’ 
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Discussion 
In [7, page 1091, order-of-magnitude values for E( rO) and E(T~) are given as 8 
seconds and 1.5 x 10e6 seconds respectively. The assumption P( TV < T,,) > 0 then 
certainly seems justified. If we assume that P( 7d = 0) = 0, the model of this paper 
predicts isodense curves displaying bendover at high intensities for density indexes 
below a certain threshold value pO, and having high intensity straight-line asymptotes 
of slope 1 for indexes above pO. It can also easily be shown (using the method of 
Section 3) that bendover can be produced at high intensities by the assumption 
P( TV = 0) > 0. At low intensities, the isodense curves have asymptotic slopes of - 1 
(unless special assumptions, as in Theorem 3.9, are made about the distribution of 
70). 
Real isodense curves display fractional slopes between 0 and 1 at low and high 
intensities, but J.F. Hamilton [4], in a private communication with the first author, 
has pointed out that if the experiment is pushed, and data is obtained for extreme 
low and high intensities, the isodense curves for those emulsions which have been 
studied this thoroughly exhibit bendover ultimately at high intensities and an 
asymptotic slope of -1 at extreme low intensities. No threshold density p0 has been 
observed, but as was pointed out in [2], the theoretical value of p. (assuming realistic 
death coefficients pw n 2 1) is quite close to 1, a fact which might mitigate against 
experimental observation of a threshold effect. On the other hand, the observed 
bendover could be due to an atom at zero in the distribution of the dead time rd, 
as mentioned above (perhaps the silver ion product of thermal decay is not always 
ejected from the trap). 
It might be reasonable to conclude, then, that the predictions of this model are 
in some fair agreement with experimental results on reciprocity failure. Further 
evidence for the validity of the model could come by assuming realistic distributions 
for the decay time 7. and the dead time TV, depending on temperature (and possibly 
other physical factors), and by comparing the predictions of the model with already 
available experimental results on the displacement of isodense curves resulting from 
changes in temperature (and other factors). 
In Section 3, the authors have only made a beginning at the analysis of the model 
of this article. It would be interesting, both theoretically and to photographic 
scientists, to determine the location of the ‘bendover intensity’, namely some measure 
(in terms of the basic parameters of the model) of the intensity value at which 
bendover begins to occur. In the same vein, it would be of value to determine the 
‘optimal’ intensity, that mid-range intensity at which an isodense curve has its 
minimum. Given that the isodense curves are defined implicitly from D(t, A), and 
the complexity of D(t, A), such information is probably difficult to obtain. 
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